Hon. Elia Weinbach (Ret.)
1900 Avenue of the Stars
Suite 250
exwexw@gmail.com
310-562-5511
July 6, 2018
VIA E-MAIL AND U.S. MAIL
Mayor Dr. Julian A. Gold
Councilmember Robert Wunderlich
Beverly Hills City Council
455 North Rexford Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
Re:

Beverly Hills Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO)
Emergency Ordinance No. 17-O-2729

Dear Mayor Gold and Councilmember Wunderlich:
I.

INTRODUCTION

We represent rental property owners in Beverly Hills. We participated in the
City’s Facilitated Dialogues with Professor Singh. We now write: (1) to provide you with
an analysis of the data which was not presented to the City Council prior to the
enactment of the RSO; and (2) to provide proposals to resolve the disputes between
landlords and tenants.
We also met with you, and each of the other Councilmembers. We have
been actively involved in this issue from its inception. At several Council meetings,
and when we met separately with you in 2017, each of you emphasized to us the
need to rely on accurate data in connection with the RSO.
On September 5, 2017, we submitted a formal request to the City, pursuant to
the California Public Records Act, for all of the relevant documentation to determine if
there was data and facts to substantiate the allegations of certain tenants, and whether
there was in fact a need to revise the existing RSO.
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We did not receive a complete response for data until March 9, 2018. Upon
receiving the documents, we immediately began the laborious process of analyzing,
categorizing and summarizing approximately 1600 pages of documents.
We now have the data and present it to you. Attached is a spreadsheet
summarizing the data (Attachment 1) and a summary of the data (Attachment 2).
In summary, here is what the data shows.
From March 8, 2013 through March 30, 2017 (four years), Beverly Hills Code
Enforcement (“CE”) handled 54 non-habitability complaints (identified as permit
numbers). This averages a little more than 13 claims/complaints per year. There were
7 complaints related to rent increases and 18 “eviction related" complaints. This
averages a little more than 4 eviction-related complaints across a population of
approximately 8,400 apartment units within the City.
This is the data that the City had available to it before it enacted the RSO. All the
City had to do before enacting the RSO was to rely on its CE. It did not. Instead or
relying on data, however, the City relied on untested and unproven “concerns”
expressed to Human Relations Commission (“HRC”). According to the City's website:
"The City of Beverly Hills first implemented rent stabilization in
1978. Through a series of meetings with the Human Relations
Commission in January and February of 2017, citizens expressed concern
that existing regulations were ineffective and rapid rent increases were
leading to displacement. The City Council responded by modifying key
provisions of the original rent stabilization ordinance [“RSO”] and in April
2017, the amendments were enacted under Ordinance No. 17-O-2729."
It has often been said that if something cannot be measured, it is not science.
The determination of whether there was a need for the RSO is not per se a scientific
exercise, but at minimum we would have expected that the City Council would have
relied upon the data of its own CE staff before relying on untested statements and
concerns made at HRC meetings. Tenants who expressed their concerns to the HRC
were not subject to questioning and investigation of the merits of their claims. That is
precisely why the City has CE officers: to have a process of examining complaints and
taking appropriate action when complaints have merit.
The previous RSO was enacted in 1978. It worked exceptionally well for 39
years. In the year prior to the enactment of the RSO, various allegations were made of
repetitive 10% rent increases, abusive behavior by landlords, rent increases which
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forced tenants to vacate, abuse of the no cause eviction option, and the failure to
maintain apartments. Instead of turning to its CE officers for verification of these
allegations, the City instead accepted these unproven allegations without any
investigation and verification of the facts. And this was done on the eve of a City
Council election (and before Council members Friedman and Wunderlich were even
elected).
The HRC conducted hearings regarding these issues; however, for some
unknown and curious reason the HRC was not charged with keeping any records of the
hearings and more importantly was not given the task of investigating any of the tenant
allegations.
Throughout this process, we suggested on numerous occasions that the City not
amend the existing RSO until it was able to collect and verify the data, the facts and
circumstances surrounding the tenants’ allegations and whether or not there was an
actual need to revise the existing RSO.
The City was then able – and even now is able – to investigate the data, and the
facts with its CE officers.
Moreover, we believe this task of analyzing the relevant data could and should
have been done before modifying the then existing RSO, before hiring HR&A Advisors
as an outside consultant, and before creating an expensive City bureaucracy to
administer the new ordinance, which will surely grow exponentially over time.
On May 30, 2018, we met with HR&A Advisors and various officials from the City.
At that meeting we attempted to share our findings with HR&A Advisors as we assumed
we had assembled the data that the Council wanted. In response, after waiting six
months to obtain the relevant documents we were told by HR&A that they were not
interested in our findings as such evidence was not within their scope of work.
II.

THE RELEVANT DATA

With the assistance of the City's CE staff, we obtained and analyzed more than
1,600 pages of materials and data. We will provide each of you all of the data provided
to us by CE. This data consists of complaints, communications and documents provide
to CE by some of the City’s tenants (the submissions are identified in the materials as
"permit numbers").
We find it troublesome that the City did not analyze its own data before taking
such a drastic course of action with such far reaching financial consequences. We have
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now confirmed that neither the City Council nor the HRC ever made any effort to
examine their own data: the nature of the complaints made to CE; the responses of CE
to the complaints; or an assessment of the need to enact an emergency RSO based on
the outcome of CE’s investigations.
We wanted to know whether the City made a good faith effort to determine, prior
to enacting the RSO, whether "the existing regulations were ineffective" and whether
"rapid rent increases were leading to displacement." We also examined the data to
determine whether the data supported the Urgency Findings and whether the data
supported the characterization of the emergency as in:
"[I]f this Ordinance does not become effective immediately...an increased
number of tenants, including seniors and disabled tenants, will have their
rents raised by 10%, or who are evicted without cause, will be unable to
bear the cost of finding another unit and moving into the unit. At a
minimum, the expense of moving to a new unit or having a rent increase
of 10% will potentially cause the tenant to cut back on spending for health
care, food, or medicine." -- from the City’s website
To be clear, by “data” we refer to complaints investigated by CE. The “data”
does not include anecdotal and unverified comments, remarks, observations, and
complaints made to and/or by the HRC.
The data we examined does not include any analysis of any habitability issues or
health and safety code violations. We want to emphasize that we support the vigorous
enforcement of all laws relating to habitability and health and safety code violations.
We believe the data gathered by CE, and analyzed by our group, is entitled to far
greater weight and deference than anecdotal and unverified concerns expressed at
various meetings of the HRC. The HRC was not charged with investigating claims. Nor
did the HRC, in contrast to CE, make any attempts to verify the accuracy of concerns
expressed in various meetings.
When CE received a complaint, it investigated it. CE determined that many, if
not most, lacked merit, simply relying on tenant complaints rather than reviewing CE
files overlooks the fact that complaints might have no or little merit, complaints could
have been based on mistakes, and finally, complaints could have been resolved by
issuance of a complaint followed by voluntary compliance by the property owner.
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We believe that a fair examination of the underlying data upon which the City
relied in enacting the Urgency RSO and the regular RSO and which is summarized in
the attached spreadsheet compels the following conclusions:
(1)
existent.

The number of complaints relating to excessive rents is virtually non-

(2)
Similarly, the number of complaints relating to evictions is similarly virtually
non-existent.
(3)
The City simply did not rely upon any reliable data to conclude that there
was any real, let alone substantial, danger to "public peace, safety, and health."
However, we do want to emphasize that our purpose in writing is not only to point
out that the City made a serious mistake in enacting the RSO, but that there are and
continue to be very consequential and deleterious impacts on the City. These include
the following:
o

The negative impact on the incentives for rental property owners to
continue to maintain the rental housing stock of the City in good repair and
order.

o

The negative impact on property tax revenue for both our school district
and City government.

o

The negative Impact on the City’s budget.

o

The current RSO cap of 3% annual raises has effectively become a floor
rather than a cap.

o

During the 10 years leading up to the passage of the RSO, rent increases
were below 3%, and primarily below 2.5% and many years below 2.0%;

o

With the passage of the RSO in the 1st Quarter of 2017, increases shot up
to 3.0%

Accordingly, for all these reasons, we respectfully urge the City Council to
consider the findings set forth in our letter and, more importantly, carefully review the
data and take immediate steps to vacate Ordinance No. 17-O-2729.
III.

PROPOSAL
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We fully recognize the amount of time and expense that went into the enactment
of the RSO and will continue in the future. We propose the following solution.
(1)
Establish a 7% cap on annual raises. We recognize that 10% was too
high. 3% is too low.
(2)
Owners of duplexes and owner-occupied 2, 3, and 4 unit rental buildings
should be exempt from the RSO.
(3)

No cause evictions need be preserved.

Each of these issues is complex and deserves further discussion that is beyond
the scope of this letter. We hope to have the opportunity to discuss these issues with
an impartial audience.
Yours very truly,

Hon. Elia Weinbach (Ret.)
Harvey Miller, Esq.
Jimmy Killian
Daniel Yukelson

cc: (each with enclosures)
Hon. Lilli Bosse
Hon. Lester Friedman
Hon. John Mirisch
Susan Healey Keene
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ATTACHMENT 1
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ATTACHMENT 2

ANALYSIS OF THE CODE ENFORCEMENT DATA

The following is a summary of the data from the files of Beverly Hills CE:

General.
From 3/8/13 through 3/30/17 (four years), CE handled 54 non-habitability
complaints (identified as Permit numbers). This averages a little more than 13
claims/complaints made to CE per year.

Rent Raises. Over the same four-year period, there were 7 complaints relating to rent
increases. Until the enactment of the Urgency RSO (January 2017) and the regular RSO (May
2017) rent rises could not exceed 10% per year. This is the CE data:

1.

CE1403203 -- 3/3/14 -- related to a charge that the rental property owner had
raised rent more than 10%. CE investigated and after a series of meetings and
emails, rental property owner complied with Code and provided refund check to
tenant.

2.

CE1503383 -- 3/5/15 -- related to an alleged rent increase of more than 10%.
CE conducted an investigation. Tenant did not provide documentation and CE
found no violation.

3.

CE1526915 -- 10/5/15 -- related to an alleged 20% rent increase. CE found no
violation in regard to rent but did impose a $500 penalty for failing to provide
Special Notice.

4.

CE1629345 -- 11/14/16 -- related to a rent raise greater than 10% on a Chapter 5
tenant. Unit was being remodeled. CE investigated. Rental property owner
informed that rent increase improper. Rental property owner reversed position
after CE investigation.

5.

CE1701915 -- 2/9/17 – related to rent increase of 3.1%. CE investigated. Rental
property owner received notice of violation. Unclear from the data what occurred
post-notice of violation.

6.

CE1702762 -- 2/27/17 -- related to a notice of rent raise sent before the RSO
went into effect. CE investigated and rent raise was reversed.
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7.

C1702746 -- 2/27/17 related to a 6.99 % rent increase. CE investigated.
Landlord refunded rent increase after CE became involved.

Summary.
There were a total of seven “rental” raise complaints registered with CE
for the four-year period through March 30, 2017. Of these, CE found no violation in two cases.
In four cases, where there was a potential violation, and CE investigation led to reversal of rent
raises. In one case, it is not clear whether a rent raise wa reversed.

Evictions.
Over the same four-year period, there were eighteen allegedly "eviction
related" complaints. This averages a little more than four eviction-related complaints across a
population of approximately 8,400 apartment units within the City.

1.
CE1332842 – 12/18/13 -- related to tenant’s notification that lease was going to
be terminated and tenant advised to quit. CE investigated. Tenant informed property
was a condominium and RSO did not apply.
2.
CE1332119 – 12/5/13 – related to tenant’s 60-day involuntary termination of
tenancy. CE investigated and confirmed that new lease agreement was equivalent to
previous tenant’s lease.
3.
CE1408134 – 5/23/14 -- related to monthly tenant’s 60-day involuntary
termination. CE investigated and confirmed that lease agreement for new tenant
complied with the law.
4.
CE1409745 – 6/8/14 -- related to Chapter 5 tenant who had been given notice to
quit due to alleged demolition of unit. CE investigated and property owner rescinded
notice of termination.
5.
CE1424939 – 9/8/14 – related to involuntary termination. CE investigated and
confirmed that rent for new tenant was same as rent for previous tenant.
6.
CE1427645 – 10/2/14 – related to incorrect notice of termination sent by rental
property owner’s lawyer. This was replaced by correct 60-day notice. No further CE
investigation required.
7.
CE1503039 – 2/27/15 -- related to 60-day notice where the outcome of the CE
investigation is unclear from the data.
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8.
CE1606181 – 5/3/16 – related to 60-day notice of termination where tenant who
received a one-year lease extension was informed by CE – possibly incorrectly -- that
rental property owner could charge next tenant more than what current tenant was
paying.
9.
CE1608147 -- 6/8/16 – related to 60-day notice of termination. CE investigated.
After investigation, rent for new tenant corrected.
10.
CE1608659 – 6/16/16 -- related to involuntary notice of termination and violation
concerned whether new owner was responsible for administrative penalty assessed
when old owner failed to give Special Notice (re tenant rights.
11.
CE1609224 – 6/28/16 -- related to involuntary notice of termination. CE
investigated and determined that tenant had received a relocation fee.
12.
CE1620104 - 8/29/16 – related to involuntary notice of termination where tenant
had been subletting unit, was given notice of illegality, and failed to provide
documentation to CE.
13.
CE1619075)– 8/23/16 -- related to absence of an on-site manager. CE
investigated and determined that there was an on-site manager.
14.
CE1622950 -- 9/14/16 -- related to a rent raise for an on-site manager who
disputed the rent increase where CE advised that there was no violation.
15.
CE1630118 -- 11/29/16 – related to 60-day notice of involuntary termination. CE
investigated, and termination notice was rescinded.
16.
CE1630204 - 11/30/16 – related to failure of rental property owner to provide
Special Notice before signing lease. CE investigated. After investigation, administrative
citation dismissed.
17.
CE1400637 – 1/14/14 -- related to 60-day involuntary notice of termination. CE
investigated, and tenant failed to provide documentation requested by CE.
18.
CE1700440 – 1/11/17 – related to involuntary notice of termination. CE
investigated and rental property owner informed CE that tenant was not being asked to
leave unit.
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Summary: There were a total of 18 eviction-related complaints over a fouryear period. As can be seen from the above, most of these eviction-related complaints
really dealt with other issues such as whether the new tenant was paying the same rent
as the evicted tenant; whether there was an on-site manager; whether the RSO applied
to a condo (it didn’t); whether a new owner was responsible for paying an administrative
penalty of $500 for prior rental property owner’s failing to provide Special Notice to
tenants (re tenant rights etc.). It appears from the data that of the eighteen evictionrelated complaints, over the course of four years, only three of these resulted in a
rescission of the eviction notice after CE conducted its investigation.
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